Solid Sands is pleased to announce Meteonic Innovation
as a new distributor for SuperTest to the India Territory
Amsterdam – 30 March 2017 - Solid Sands the supplier of SuperTest™, the industry-leading and
largest test and validation suite for C and C++ compilers and libraries, announces today Meteonic
Innovation a value added distributor of automation and integration solutions to simplify complex
software development process as a distributor. Through this collaboration with Meteonic, Solid Sands
will expand the reach of SuperTest throughout India.
"As the demand for our proven and reliable compiler and library test suite - SuperTest - increases, it is
vital to start working with local organisations. Meteonic is a perfect distribution partner to provide
sales and support and to make it easier to license SuperTest in India," said Marianne Damstra, CCO of
Solid Sands. "They are a welcomed addition to our sales network and we are look forward to working
with them".
India is a growing market which can offer many opportunities. "Adding SuperTest to our product
offerings extends the commitment to our customers to offer them a complete solutions for their
software development process" said Ankur Mehrotra, Managing Director of Meteonic. "SuperTest is
unique compared to other test suites in the market and we are looking forward to a successful
partnership."
About Meteonic Innovation
Meteonic Innovation is a leading company in Niche Software distribution, consultancy. Starting from
2006 Meteonic has been continuously trying to meet numerous companies requirement in terms of
process excellence and automating different phases of the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) and
PDLC. Meteonic has tie ups with some niche software tools which meets the requirement of Static Code
Analysis, Architectural Analysis, Testing, Intellectual Property Management, Security Solutions of
varied domains in IT.
About Solid Sands
Solids Sands is the one-stop shop for C and C++ compiler and library testing, validation and safety
services. With SuperTest, Solid Sands offers the largest test and validation suite with a unique level of
compiler and library test coverage. SuperTest starts where other suites end. SuperTest enables its
customers to achieve the software quality level required by ISO standards. More information on Solid
Sands products and services is available at www.solidsands.nl and you can follow us on LinkedIn and
Twitter.
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